
 

Hi Everyone, 

Thanks for participating in this Spring Equinox Balancing session.! The big message here was balancing your word and your action. 

Learning when to talk and when not too…..when to take action and when not too…..operating from stillness; making peace your 

first priority, harnessing these wild energies in a very direct, focused and balanced manner. It was about stepping out of polarity 

and wild swings into Mastery. Allowing things to grow organically without pulling at the shoots, but loosing the fear of growing and 

stagnation. It really is a balancing act. Sometimes when we break free from stagnation and fear the horse takes off and runs ram-

pant through the woods! Everything about this session was cautioning against that and asking for you to channel this energy with 

great intent, power and focus. A beautiful deep peace is available and from that flows a wellspring of incredible creative energy. 

For me it was nearly orgasmic! LOL Haven’t experienced that kind of energy doing any of these group sessions before. Lot’s of cre-

ative life force energy is available now but you must gather the silence and go deep first or it might blow your gaskets! 

 

There is nothing to prove, cultivate your energy in the depths of peace and use it when you feel yourself at peace with Love back-

ing you…...do not take action or speak from fear or reactivity (easy to do in these energies)………..don’t think so much about “what” 

you are going to do, but “how” you are going to do it. How can you bring more depth to what you are already doing? The greater 

your alignment with the One Source within you, the easier this will become. Allow yourself to feel “out of control” and feel that 

feeling of falling into nothingness until you are no longer afraid. Until you know you are cradled in the arms of a creation that is 

unfolding constantly for your higher good. Sometimes things look bleak, accept, call love in, seek the silence, then make your 

move. It really is true that what you resist will persist, sometimes to an unbearable point…...but, that point being, to get you to “let 

go” and step off the cliff and fly. 

 

Communication and being recognized was also really emphasized (by the cardinal, whose influence is year round).  I will be speak-

ing more about all the signs and symbols in the next email. It was taking me so long to put it all together I decided to send this bit 

of info out now. We will be looking at cardinal, black jaguar, horse, the color rays of turquoise and violet, and the golden lion. I will 

also share with you the formula of the flower/gem essence I am in the process of making for this Spring season. I am hoping to 

complete this tomorrow. There is also a Kundalini yoga krya I want to share with you that is great for the lymph system and other 

things, especially the healing of Lilith archetype in our being. More on that later. 

 

In the meantime, creating balance is key, think as well as feel, courage as well as reticence, risks as well as caution. It is important 

to be able to touch the silence, the deep well within you to know when to take the appropriate stance. Balancing the masculine 

and femine, a softening of the masculine, a strengthening of the feminine. Mastering wholeness allows for all possibilities. 

 

Sat Nam, much love, 

Marilyn 
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